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these$instrumental$goals,$particularly$guiding$decisions$about$whether$or$not$to$

violently$ target$ civilians.$ Using$ a$ survey$ of$ exOcombatants$ and$ violent$ events$

data$ from$ Colombia,$ we$ show$ that$ insurgent$ blocs$ with$ more$ ideologically$

committed$ fighters$were$ less$ likely$ to$ launch$ attacks$ that$ punish$ civilians$ and$

were$more$likely$to$attack$military$targets.$These$results$remain$after$evaluating$

a$ range$ of$ rival$ explanations,$ including$ natural$ resource$ endowments$ and$

patterns$ of$ territorial$ contestation.$ This$ paper$ demonstrates$ the$ utility$ of$

quantitatively$ measuring$ and$ analytically$ reincorporating$ ideology$ into$ the$

study$of$insurgency.$
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Does"ideology"matter"for"the"conduct"of"civil"war?"If"so,"how?"Despite"a"voluminous"

literature"on"the"diverse"motivations"driving"individuals"and"groups"to"engage"in"

armed"conflict,"and"to"use"violence"to"achieve"desired"ends"(e.g."Humphreys"and"

Weinstein"2008,"Boix"2008,"Blattman"and"Miguel"2010,"Bosi"2012),"existing"work"in"

political"science"has"tended"to"downplay"the"role"of"ideology."Contemporary"conflicts"

are"thought"by"some"to"be"greedy"contests"for"resources"(Kaldor"2003,"Collier"and"

Hoeffler"2004),"rather"than"ideological"struggles"to"reshape"stateCsociety"relationships"

(Moore"1966,"WickhamCCrowley"1992)."Even"among"those"who"reject"greedCdriven"

explanations"–"emphasizing"endogenous"conflict"dynamics"(Kalyvas"2006)"or"social"

networks"in"motivating"recruitment"(Petersen"2001)"C"ideological"motivations"are"

sidelined,"dismissed"as"ex#post"justifications"for"action"(e.g."Kalyvas"2004)."Just"as"

ideology"is"deemed"incapable"of"explaining"individualsY"decisions"to"join"armed"groups"

(Arjona"and"Kalyvas"2011),"it"fares"poorly"in"explaining"civil"war"onset"crossCnationally"

(Fearon"and"Laitin"2003)"and"behavior"within"conflict"(e.g."Christia"2013,"Seymour"2015).""

Yet" there" are" good" reasons" to" believe" that" ideology" is" consequential" for" the"

conduct" of" war" (e.g." Asal" and" Rethemeyer" 2008;" Green" 2011;" Thaler" 2012;" Gutierrez"

Sanín" and"Wood" 2014;" Oppenheim" and"Weintraub" 2015)." Ugarriza" and" Craig" (2013)"

show"that"ideology"helps"differentiate"between"factions"at"war,"and"that"a"combatantYs"

ideological" development" is" influenced" by" preCrecruitment" experiences" and" group"

participation." Staniland" (2015)" argues" that" ideological" templates" of" ruling" elites" shape"

decisions" about" whether" to" collude" with," suppress," or" incorporate" proCstate" armed"

groups."Gutierrez"Sanín"and"Wood"(2014)"contend"that"we"cannot"explain"variation"in"

mass"killing"or"combatant"restraint"without" incorporating"ideology.1"Oppenheim"et"al."

(2015)"show"that"insurgent"sideCswitching"to"paramilitaries"can"be"explained"in"part"by"

preCrecruitment"ideological"commitments." "
                                                   
1"The"role"of"ideology"in"motivating"state"repression"has"also"been"studied."See,"for"
example,"PionCBerlin"1989."
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Both"state"armed"forces"and"irregular"armed"groups"spend"significant"time"and"

resources"indoctrinating"soldiers,"indicating"that"ideological"commitments"may"explain"

a"range"of"outcomes,"including"individualsY"choices"to"use"violence,"company"cohesion"

(Costa"and"Kahn"2013),"and"ultimate"success"in"conflict"(Wong"et"al"2003)."Yet"we"lack"

strong" theory" and" rigorous" empirical" tests" to" evaluate" the" connection," particularly" at"

analytically"disaggregated"units"of"analysis,"such"as"the"subCarmed"group"level.""

Why" look" at" subCunits" within" armed" groups?" While" strategy" is" set" by" group"

leaders" tactical" decisions" are" typically" delegated" to" field" commanders" with" local"

knowledge."There"exists"significant"heterogeneity"in"the"kinds"of"armed"actions"pursued"

by" subCunits" within" the" same" armed" group," including" indiscriminate" attacks" against"

civilian" population" centers," targeted" killings" of" politicians," selective" civilian"

assassinations," attacks" against" army" posts" and" economic" infrastructure," and" so" forth."

Our" wager" is" that" ideological" convictions" help" explain" this" variation" in" targeting"

decisions."

Choices" regarding" the"use"of"violence"are" influenced"by"multiple" factors."These"

include" the" extent" of" territorial" control" exercised" (Kalyvas" 2006)," the" geographic" and"

populationCbased"characteristics"of"communities"(Mampilly"2011),"the"expected"costs"of"

retaliation" by" the" government" or" other" rival" armed" actors" (Carter" 2015)," patterns" of"

combatant" recruitment" (Weinstein" 2007)," internal" governance" and" indoctrination"

practices"(Green"2011),"anticipated"voting"patterns"(Steele"2011),"among"others."Existing"

work"has"chosen"to"take"variation"in"levels"of"violence"C"especially"civilian"killings"C"as"

the"dependent"variable,"rather"than"looking"at"variation"in"tactics."

In"this"article"we"test"a"series"of"explanations"linking"ideology"to"armed"groupsY"

tactical"choices"about"whether" to"attack"civilian"versus"military" targets."We"argue"that"

decisions"regarding"tactical"choices"taken"at"the"subCgroup"level"are"conditioned"in"part"

by"ideology,"belief"systems"that"define"the"boundaries"of"groups,"specify"a"program"of"
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action" to" achieve" desired" ends," and" therefore" provide" frameworks" for" understanding"

the" normative" acceptability" of" generating" civilian" casualties." Ideology" subsequently"

shape" field" commandersY" tactical" decisions:" where" a" groupYs" ideological" program"

proscribes" harming" civilians," and" those" normative" prohibitions" are" communicated" to"

combatants" and" reliably" enforced," we" should" see" fewer" attacks" directed" at" civilians."

Indeed,"this" is"why"armed"groups"C" including"governments"C" invest"so"heavily"in"nonC

military" training" regimens."Beyond" simply" ensuring" that" recruits" follow" the"orders"of"

higherClevel" officers," ideological" training" aims" for" preference" transformation" by"

producing"homogeneity"of"opinion"and"desires"across"combatants"and"ensuring"group"

cohesion"and"treatment"of"civilians"that"will"maximize"tactical"and"strategic"advantages"

(Oppenheim" and"Weintraub" 2015).2"Armed" groups" seek" to" feven" outf" the" ideological"

inclinations" of" fighters" through" ideological" indoctrination" (Hoover" Green" 2011,"

Oppenheim" and" Weintraub" 2015)," educational" programs" (Eck" 2010)," and/or" violent"

bonding"experiences" (Kay"Cohen"2013)."Orders" to" respect" fordinaryf" civilians"may"be"

especially" prevalent" in" Marxist" insurgencies," given" that" these" groups" stress" the"

importance" of" civilian" support" and" that" there" exists" a" wellCdeveloped" Marxist"

finstruction" manualf" for" rebellion" (Kalyvas" and" Balcells" 2010;" Gutierrez" Sanín" and"

Wood"2014).3""

Given" substantial" heterogeneity" in" the" intensity" of" ideological" commitment"

across"subCunits"within"armed"groups,"an"observable"implication"is"that,"ceteris#paribus,"

we" should" see" fewer" attacks" that" impose" heavy" costs" on" civilians" and" more" attacks"

directed" at" the" armed" forces" and" government" where" subCunits" are" particularly"

                                                   
2"Janowitz"(1988:"157),"for"instance,"notes"that"fthe"military,"when"it"is"not"engaged"in"
combat,"is"a"training"apparatus"whose"personnel"spend"considerable"time"teaching"or"
being"taught.f""
3"We"do"not"deny"that"many"Marxist"and"Communist"groups,"such"as"the"Khmer"Rouge"
and"the"Shining"Path,"have"been"particularly"brutal."
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ideologically" committed" to" political" programs" that" stress" the" importance" of" civilian"

collaboration.""

Using"an"original"survey"of"exCcombatants" in"Colombia,"we"exploit"variation"in"

the" ideological" commitment" of" subCunits" (blocs)" of" the" largest" insurgent" group" in" the"

country," the# Fuerzas# Armadas# Revolucionarias# de# Colombia" (FARC)." We" aggregate"

individualClevel" ideology"scores"garnered" from"that"survey" to" the"bloc" level,"and" then"

match"them"to"disaggregated"data"on"attacks"carried"out"by"FARC"fronts"and"blocs."We"

show"that"ideological"commitment"correlates"with"choice"of"tactics"in"ways"predicted"by"

our" theory:" blocs" that" have" higher" average" ideological" scores" C" reflecting" a" stronger"

belief" in" socialism"and" fBolivarianismf" C"are" less" likely" to"punish"civilian"populations,"

and" instead" direct" their" military" actions" toward" the" government" and" armed" forces."

These"results"are"robust"to"the"inclusion"of"a"battery"of"controls,"including"the"presence"

of"natural"resources"and"patterns"of"territorial"contestation,"among"others."They"are"also"

robust"to"the"use"of"multiple"estimators"and"specifications."

Our"research"has"broader" implications" for" the"study"of"conflict"dynamics."First,"

we" demonstrate" the" need" to" take" ideology" seriously" while" moving" beyond" facile"

statements"that"fideology"mattersf;"instead,"we"develop"theory"to"explore"the"conditions"

under" which" ideology" should" matter" and" how." Second," we" test" that" relationship"

empirically"with"survey"and"violent"events"data"from"the"Western"HemisphereYs"longest"

ongoing"insurgency."Third,"we"demonstrate"the"importance"of"leveraging"heterogeneity"

within" armed" groups" to" explain" substantively" important" outcomes:" disaggregating"

within"armed"groups"allows"us"to"examine"how"individualClevel"behaviors"scale"up"to"

produce" subCunit" level" variation"obscured"at"higher" levels" of" aggregation." Fourth,"we"

contribute"to"a"robust"literature"on"armed"group"behavior"in"Colombia"(e.g."Pécaut"2008;"

Medina"2011;"Offstein"2013)"that"stresses"the"importance"of"ideas"and"ideology"without"

specifying" testable" hypotheses" about" how" and" under" what" conditions" it" affects"
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combatant" behavior." Finally," our" work" has" policy" implications," demonstrating" the"

importance"of"keeping"the"ideological"commitments"of"fighters"in"mind"when"designing"

demobilization" and" reintegration" programs." If" ideology" is" a" key" factor"motivating" or"

restraining" violence" against" civilians," policymakers" would" be" wise" to" include"

ideological" commitment" as" a" frisk" factorf"when"diagnosing"how" likely" individuals" or"

networks" of" former" fighters" are" to" lapse" into" violent" recidivism." In" sum,"we" hope" to"

reinvigorate" a" conversation" about" ideology" and" conflict," and" encourage" the" use" of"

surveys" and" quantitative" methods" to" study" the" pathways" through" which" ideology"

drives"combatant"behavior."

The"paper"proceeds"as"follows."The"next"section"presents"our"theory"connecting"

ideology" to" tactics." The" third" section" describes" the" military" rise" and" decline" of" the"

Colombian" insurgency," providing" context" for" the" empirical" tests." The" fourth" section"

presents"our"data"and"empirical"strategy,"while" the" fifth"section"discusses"avenues" for"

future"research"and"concludes."

"

IDEOLOGY"AND"CHOICE"OF"TACTICS"

What" is" ideology," and" how" should" we" expect" it" to" shape" the" decisions" of" armed"

groups?4" We" define" ideology" as" a" set" of" beliefs" that" promotes" a" particular" way" of"

understanding" the" world" and" shapes" relations" a)" between" members" of" a" group" and"

outsiders" and" b)" among" members" themselves" (e.g." Ugarriza" and" Craig" 2013)." More"

specifically," these"beliefs"delimit" the"boundaries"of"a"group"(e.g."an"ethnic"or"religious"

group"or"social"class),"explicitly"advance"a"set"of"grievances"facing"that"group,"identify"

objectives"that"the"group"ought"to"achieve,"and"specify"actions"that"are"necessary"and/or"

sufficient" to" meet" those" objectives" (Gutierrez" Sanín" and" Wood" 2014:" 215)." Defining"

                                                   
4"For"an"overview"of"the"various"ways"ideology"has"been"defined"see"Gerring"(1997).""
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ideology" in" this"way"allows"us"both" to"avoid"preCjudging"whether" ideology" is"an"elite"

mechanism" to" control" society," as" some" claim" (e.g."Adorno" et" al." 1950;"Althusser" 1971;"

Laclau" 1977)," or" denying" the" importance" of" topCdown" transmission" of" doctrines,"

narratives,"symbols,"and"myths"to"mass"actors.""

Organizational" rules" and" doctrine," shaped" by" ideology," constrain" and" make"

possible" combatant" responses" in" the" face" of" psychologically" and" emotionally" difficult"

situations."The"overarching"role"of"ideology"is"to"bring"individual"behavior"in"line"with"

group" strategy" and" to" explain" how" individual" decisions" either" match" up" with" or"

undermine" the" groupYs" core" beliefs" and" goals." Decisions" driven" by" ideology" are"

therefore"at"once"both"pragmatic"and"normatively"considered."Across"a"wide"range"of"

armed" groups," top" leaders" recognize" that" group" goals" can" be" transmitted" through"

organizationCwide" ideological" instruction" and" that" normative" prohibitions" on" civilian"

abuse"can"have"political"benefits.""

Commanders"use"ideological"instruction"to"transmit"to"foot"soldiers"norms"about"

different"ways"of"treating"civilians"(e.g."Wood"2006),"and"how"those"actions"are"likely"to"

influence" the" outcome" of" the" war." Those" beliefs" are" codified" in" written" documents,"

verballyCrepeated" training" protocols," and" in" myths" and" legends" that" provide" foot"

soldiers"with"readilyCidentifiable"behaviors"that"should"be"pursued"or"avoided."This"is"

particularly" true" of" Marxist" and" other" Communist" insurgencies," where" a" vision" of"

reshaping" stateCsociety" relationships" is" coupled" with" concrete" military" strategies"

thought"to"increase"the"probability"of"achieving"particular"political,"social,"and"military"

goals"(e.g."Kalyvas"and"Balcells"2010)."Ideology"therefore"has"an"important"effect"upon"

military" choices," both" defining" the" boundaries" of"what" is" normatively" acceptable" and#

strategically"desirable"in"combat.""

This"does"not"imply"that"ideologicallyCcommitted"groups"do"not"commit"massive"

human"rights"abuses."Indeed,"ideologies"that"cast"the"enemy"as"subChuman"C"identifying"
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particular"populations"as"responsible"for"societyYs"ills"C"are"unlikely"to"lead"to"restraint"

and"may,"in"fact,"be"necessary"to"motivate"ordinary"citizens"to"participate"in"widespread"

violence" (e.g." Straus" 2006).5" Instead" we" suggest" that" the" content" of" ideology" matters"

(Gutierrez"Sanín"and"Wood"2014:"221)."Where"ideology"provides"a"blueprint"for"action"

that"involves"collective"punishment"against"civilians"C"likely"against"an"enemy"fotherf"C"

we" should" see" a" shift" towards" attacking" those" civilians."Conversely,"where"highClevel"

and" fieldClevel" commanders" see" the"benefits" of" respecting" civiliansY" rights," and"where"

those" ideological" principles" are" regularly" communicated" to" foot" soldiers," we" should"

witness"ideology"producing"restraint"towards"civilians,"preventing"actions"that"impose"

costs"on"civilians.6""

We"also"sketch"two"alternative"explanations."The"first"is"that"military#conditions#in#

the#field#best"explain"tactical"choices."In"this"telling,"what"matters"most"for"tactical"choice"

is" how" militarily" competitive" a" region" is" (e.g." Kalyvas" 2006)." In" highly" competitive"

regions,"constant"combat"may"make"ideological"instruction"impossible:"the"opportunity"

costs"of"not"focusing"on"launching"attacks"C"and,"when"fdowntimef"exists,"not"devoting"

it"to"military"training"C"may"simply"be"too"high."Where"competition"for"territory"is"most"

pronounced," ideology" would" not" be" adequately" transmitted" to" foot" soldiers" and/or"

commanders"would"not"prioritize"casting"the"struggle"for"civilian"support"in"ideological"

terms." Indeed," in" the"military" sociology" literature," downtime" seems" to" be" critical" for"

avoiding" civilian" abuse" (e.g." Grossman" 2009," Manekin" 2013)." Relatedly," sharp" losses"

against" the"government"may"change" the" leadershipYs"understanding"of" the"benefits"of"

                                                   
5"Ideologies"are"themselves"products"of"historical"patterns"of"contestation,"but"we"are"
skeptical"that"past"patterns"of"conflict"would"be"sufficient"to"explain"a"tight"correlation"
between"ideological"and"subsequent"tactical"choices,"should"such"a"relationship"be"
found.""
6"Note"that"this"distinguishes"between"the"language"of"protecting"civilians"intended"for"
consumption"by"external"audiences"versus"the"principles"used"to"inculcate"soldiers"
within"groups.""
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relying"on" ideological"principles,"prompting"a" reCthinking"of" ideological"orthodoxy" in"

favor" of" either" a" more/less" permissive" approach" to" civilian" abuse." Thaler" (2012)," for"

example," shows" that" declines" in" elite" support" for"MarxistCLeninist" political" ideology,"

which" stressed" the" importance" of" refraining" from" violence" against" civilians," tracked"

patterns" of" increasing" civilian" abuse" by" government" forces" in" the" Mozambican" and"

Angolan" civil"wars."Ziemke" (2012)"demonstrates" that" as"Angolan" rebels" lost" territory,"

they"were"far"more"likely"to"resort"to"indiscriminate"violence."Ideology"may"well"take"a"

backseat"to"the"exigencies"of"war."If"this"mechanism"were"correct,"areas"with"high"levels"

of" military" clashes" between" the" armed" forces" and" guerrillas" should" feature" more"

frequent"attacks"against"civilians."

A" second" alternative" explanation" proposes" that" the" quality# of# recruits" explains"

military" choices." Adverse" selection" in" recruitment" connects" ideology" and" tactics:" in"

resourceCrich" environments," groups" can" only" recruit" combatants" seeking" shortCterm"

benefits," leading" to" greater" civilian" abuse,"while" in" resourceCpoor" environments" rebel"

leaders" build" disciplined" organizations" capable" of" exercising" restraint" against" civilian"

populations" (Weinstein" 2007)."Where"natural" resource" streams" exist" locally," therefore,"

subCgroups"may" find" it" both"difficult" to" recruit" ideologicallyCinclined" combatants" and"

restrain" resourceChungry" combatants" they" do" attract," even" if" commanders" wish" to"

restrain"them."If"this"mechanism"were"true,"subCunits"operating"in"natural"resourceCrich"

areas" should" engage" in" high" levels" of" violence" against" civilians," rather" than" pursue"

attacks"against"government"forces"and"their"posts."

The"next"section"provides"an"overview"of"the"Colombian"context"before"turning"

to"the"empirical"tests."

"

THE"RISE"AND"DECLINE"OF"GUERRILLAS"
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The" internal" armed" conflict" in" Colombia," which" has" lasted" for" five" decades," has"

generated"more" than" seven"million" victims;"most" have" been" forcibly" displaced"while"

nearly" 220,0000" have" been" killed" (CNMH" 2013a)." The" insurgency" has" proceeded"

through"at"least"four"recognizable"stages."

The"FARC"were"organized"initially"in"the"midC1960s"as"small," liberal,"rural"selfC

defense" forces" to"protect" against" the"Colombian"army,"before"gradually" incorporating"

Marxist"doctrine" in"collaboration"with"the"Colombian"Communist"Party."The"National"

Liberation"Army"(ELN),"on"the"other"hand,"was"started"by"a"small"group"of"Colombian"

students"trained"in"revolutionary"doctrine"in"Cuba"who"adopted"a"Guevarist"strategy"to"

spark" insurrection" (Aguilera" 2006)." By" the" late" 1970s," both" groups"were" struggling" to"

survive" in" peripheral" zones," isolated" from" the" SovietCsponsored" global" Communist"

movement"that"achieved"success"elsewhere"(Pizarro"1996)."

Yet" by" the" early" 1980s" a" new" stage" of" confrontation" took" shape," as" guerrillas"

found" novel" ways" to" finance" growth." While" the" FARC" joined" various" chains" of" the"

cocaine"trade," the"ELN"extorted"multinational"oil"companies"(Montenegro"and"Posada"

2001,"Guaqueta"2003)."Both"relied"on"extortion"and"kidnapping"(CNMH"2013b),"as"well"

as" controlling" rural" and" urban" commerce." These" resources" helped" bankroll" massive"

geographic" expansion" and" investment" in" new" military" technologies" that" put" the"

government"on"the"defensive."

In" the" 1980s," antiCinsurgent" paramilitary" groups" began" to" slowly" gain" support"

from" landowners"and" leaders" in"both" the" legal"and" illegal"business" sectors," creating"a"

spiral"of"violence"by"the"midC1990s"(e.g."Romero"2003)."This"third"stage"saw"for"the"first"

time"massive"insurgent"attacks"against"military"posts,"civilian"infrastructure"(e.g."power"

lines," bridges," and" oil" pipelines)," the" physical" destruction" of" towns" via" homemade"

rockets,"and"the"placement"of"landmines"in"rural"areas"(Pécaut"2008)."Peace"negotiations"

between" the" government" and" the" FARC" were" undertaken" between" 1999" and" 2002,"
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during"which"time"guerrilla"groups"reached"a"peak"of"military"strength"and"manpower."

According" to" official" figures," the" FARC" in" 2003" possessed" approximately" 17,000"

combatants,"and"had"an"annual"income"of"about"US$1C2"billion"(JIC"2005)."For"its"part,"

the"ELN"in"the"late"1990s"reached"its"apex"with"about"4,000"combatants,"numbers"that"

declined" in" the" early" 2000s" after" sustained" military" pressure" from" the" army" and"

paramilitaries"(ICG"2007,"2014)."

A" fourth" stage" of" conflict" began" with" the" collapse" of" peace" talks" between" the"

government" and" the" FARC" in" the" early" 2000s." From" 2002" on," the" Colombian" Army"

increased"its"ability"to"combat"and"repel"insurgents,"regaining"the"upper"hand"even"in"

traditional" guerrilla" sanctuaries" (Pizarro" 2006," Pécaut" 2008)." A" reCengineering" of" the"

military"was"possible"due"to"sharp"increases"in"military"spending"and"cooperation"from"

the" United" States" through" Plan" Colombia," amounting" to" approximately" US$7" billion"

between"2000"and"2007"(Mejía"2012)."

Given" the" ELNYs" declining" military" capacity" and" demobilization" negotiations"

with"the"paramilitaries,"conflictCrelated"military"actions"in"the"postC2002"period"chiefly"

involved" the" armed" forces" and" the" FARC," and"were" characterized" by" frequent" armyC

initiated"combat.7"Some"claim"that"the"FARC"minimized"military"effort"by"resorting"to"

sabotage"and"ambushes"rather"than"attacking"towns"or"military"posts"(Echandía"2011).""

This" latter" stage" of" conflict" proved" disastrous" for" insurgents," pushing" them"

toward" international" border" zones," far" from" major" urban" centers." Figures" from" the"

Ministry"of"Defense,"divulged"by" the"press,"estimate" that" in"2013" the"FARC"had"7,000"

combatants,"while"other"sources"estimate"between"8,000"and"11,000."By"2013," the"ELN"

had"only"1,400"soldiers,"not"counting"support"network"members."In"addition"to"captures"

                                                   
7"Another"important"development"following"the"demobilization"of"the"paramilitaries"
was"the"emergence"of"criminal"gangs,"bandas#criminales,"such"as"the"Urabeños"and"
Rastrojos"that"soon"took"over"largeCscale"drug"trafficking.""
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and" kills," the" government" has" prioritized" promoting" guerrilla" desertions," leading" at"

least" 26,000" insurgents" by" 2013" to" demobilize," according" to" the"Ministry" of" Defense."

Given" the" ELNYs" limited" capabilities" during" the" period" under" study," 2002C2007," our"

empirical"analysis"is"restricted"to"the"FARC.8"

"

Blocs#as#tactical#decision?making#bodies"

After"1993,"the"FARC"reCorganized"its"military"units"known"as"ffrontsf"into"seven"

regional"blocs."While"precise"estimates"of"per"bloc"strength"before"the"mid"2000s"do"not"

exist," reports" agree" that" the" Eastern" and" Southern" blocs" accounted" for" most" of" the"

group’s" combatants" and" military" actions," while" the" Central" and" Caribbean" blocs"

remained" comparatively" smaller" (Medina" 2011)."More" accurate" numbers" per" bloc" are"

available" only" for" the" late" 2000s," assigning" 44.7%" of" the" group’s" manpower" to" the"

Eastern"bloc;"16.2%"to"the"Southern"bloc;"13.0%"to"the"Northwestern"bloc;"12.5%"to"the"

Western" bloc;" 6.1%" to" the"Magdalena" bloc;" 3.8%" to" the"Central" bloc;" and" 3.5%" to" the"

Caribbean"bloc."9"

The"Central"bloc"(fComando"Conjunto"Centralf)"operates"in"the"countryYs"centerC

south,"within"reach"of"multiple"important"urban"centers"and"including"areas"where"the"

FARC"originated"in"the"1960s."The"Magdalena"Medio"bloc"had"an"influence"across"the"

middle" part" of" the" Magdalena" River," affecting" important" centers" for" extractive"

industries,"agriculture,"and"cattle."The"Northwestern"bloc"concentrated"itself" in"a"zone"
                                                   
8"We"also"choose"not"to"focus"on"paramilitaries."In"spite"of"a"documented"yet"limited"
effort"by"some"paramilitary"leaders"to"politically"indoctrinate"their"members"(e.g."
McDermott"2008),"there"is"not"enough"variation"in"the"repertoire"of"paramilitary"attacks"
to"conduct"a"parallel"exercise."Most"military"actions"consisted"of"massacres"of"civilians,"a"
choice"that"could"be"related"to"the"lack"of"a"structured"ideological"blueprint"that"
proscribed"harming"broad"swaths"of"civilians."
9"These"figures"are"available"in"reports"from"the"Colombian"Armed"Forces’"Statistics"and"
Analysis"Division"(Dianes"in"Spanish)."
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encompassing"land"and"river"corridors"connecting"the"Atlantic"and"Pacific"oceans"that"

contain"fertile"soil"for"agriculture"and"illicit"crops,"as"well"as"natural"deposits"of"timber,"

gold," copper" and" oil." Historically," the" strategic" value" of" this" area" made" it" prone" to"

disputes"among"different"armed"groups"and"the"military."

The"Eastern"bloc" exerted" influence"over"vast" territory" to" the" east"of" the"Andes,"

into"the"plains"bordering"Venezuela"and"Brazil,"posing"a"tangible"threat"to"the"capital"of"

Bogotá" in" the"early"2000s"and"exerting"control"over"significant"amounts"of" illicit"crops"

and" illegal" mines." The" Western" bloc" concentrated" its" actions" in" the" centralCsouthern"

region" of" the" Pacific" coast," connecting" the" Andean" mountains" to" the" coast," near"

important"AfroCColombian"and"indigenous"settlements"and"close"to"the"country’s"third"

largest" city,"Cali." The" Southern" bloc"mainly" operated" along" the" border"with"Ecuador,"

from" the" Pacific" Coast" to" the"Amazon" forest." Besides" developing" close" relations"with"

coca" growers" and" traffickers," the" Southern" bloc" also" disrupted" oil" production" and"

transportation." Finally,"while" among" the" smallest," the"Caribbean" bloc"was" assigned" a"

large" geographic" area" of" influence" along" the" Atlantic" Coast," stretching" down" to" the"

Magdalena"Medio"zone."

To" what" extent" were" tactical" choices" in" these" zones" of" influence" affected" by"

ideology,"particularly"while"the"FARC"was"at"the"height"of"its"military"prowess?"At"least"

eleven" FARC" training" schools" have" been" documented" by" judicial" authorities" in"

Colombia," in"which" combatants" spend" between" one" and" eight"months" taking" special"

courses" on" politics" and" military" tactics." According" to" testimony" from" demobilized"

guerrillas,"topics"ranged"from"field"operations"and"explosives"to"the"use"of"intelligence,"

mass"communication,"and"updates"on"political"directives."Three"schools"were"installed"

in"the"east"to"serve"guerrillas"from"the"Eastern"and"Southern"blocs."Another"was"set"up"

for"the"Central"bloc."Six"more"constituted"a"network"for"the"Magdalena"bloc,"while"one"

served"the"Caribbean"bloc"(Verdad"Abierta"2013).""
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Although" the" front" commander" and" the" front" political" commissioners" are"

responsible" for"maintaining"military" and" political" skills" among" the" rankCandCfile," the"

leadership" of" the" bloc" crafts" territorial" strategies" for" ideological" and" geographic"

dominance."Delegation" to" the"bloc" leadership"occurs"due" to" superior" local"knowledge"

(FARC" 2007)." It" is," therefore," at" the" bloc" level"where"we" expect" decisions" to" be"made"

regarding"how,"where,"and"for"how"long"soldiers"are"trained,"e.g."whether"on"a"daily,"

weekly,"or"monthly"basis;"what"resources"should"be"used"to"do"so;"and"how"ideological"

commitments" are" translated" into" tactical" choices." We" briefly" describe" that" decisionC

making"process"here."

Strategic"and"tactical"decisionCmaking"on"the"ground"relies"on"a"structure"known"

as" the" Bloc’s" Joint" Chiefs" of" Staff" (Estado" Mayor" Conjunto" del" Bloque)," where" front"

commanders"have" a" seat."According" to" the"FARC’s" statutes," the"blocs’" Joint"Chiefs" of"

Staff"“coordinate...military"campaigns"and"plans,”"derived"from"the"organization’s"top"

structures," namely" the" Central" Joint" Chief" of" Staff" (Estado"Mayor" Central)" and" its" 7C

member"Secretariat,"the"highest"decisionCmaking"body"in"the"FARC."Between"highClevel"

commanders"who"make" strategic" decisions" and" those" combatants"who" execute" them,"

there"are"a"number"of"middleCrank"field"commanders"who"serve"as"f‘transmission"beltsf"

for" the" ideas" set" forth" by" the" top" brass" (Arias" et" al." 2010)." Bloc" commanders" have"

autonomy"to"carry"out"strategic"objectives"in"view"of"their"own,"local"priorities"(FARC"

2007).""

In"order"to"be"eligible"to"become"a"commander,"Article"6"of"the"statutes"stipulate"

that"a"candidate"must"have"“military"capacity"and"ability"to"commandf;"fspent"at"least"

two"years"in"the"ranksf;"fshown"interest"in"raising"the"ideological"level"of"combatants,f"

in" order" fto" be" a" political" militantf;" and" frevolutionary" mettle,”" among" other"

prerequisites." Typically," promotions" are" slow" processes" that" enable" candidates" to"

undertake"more"robust"military"and"political"training"and"acquire"better"knowledge"of"
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the"groupYs"internal"dynamics,"generating"high"levels"of"cohesion"(Arias"et"al"2010).10"We"

can"therefore"reasonably"expect"that"the"preferences"and"ideological"stances"of"a"bloc’s"

decisionCmakers," that" is," its" bloc" field" commanders," reflect" on" average" the" ideological"

commitment"of"the"soldiers"under"their"command."Our"empirical"strategy,"described"in"

the" next" section," consequently" focuses" on" the" bloc" as" the" main" strategic" and" tactical"

decisionCmaking"body"within"the"FARC,"whose"members"reflect"the"ideological"stances"

of"the"field"commanders"that"lead"them."

"

DATA"AND"EMPIRICAL"STRATEGY"

Given"our"expectations"of"how"ideological"commitments"affect"armed"actors’"choice"of"

tactics," and"given" the" institutional" transmission"of" ideological" commitments"described"

above,"we"should"be"able"to"empirically"see"these"effects"at"the"individual"and/or"group"

level."We" rely"on" individual" survey" responses"of" a" subCsample"of" former" combatants,"

averaged"at" the"bloc" level"and" then"merged"with"governmentCcollected"violent" events"

data" to" connect" levels" of" blocYs" ideological" commitment" to"military" actions." Here" we"

discuss"the"strengths"and"weaknesses"of"our"strategy."

Our" first" challenge" concerns" collecting" data" for" our" key" independent" variable:"

ideological" commitment."Facing" the"practical" impossibility"of" accessing"active" fighters,"

we" rely" on" demobilized" personnel." Using" data" gathered" from" exCcombatants" to" test"

hypotheses" related" to" conflict" dynamics" is" common" among" civil" war" scholars" (e.g."

Humphreys" and"Weinstein" 2006;"Arjona" and"Kalyvas" 2011;"Kay"Cohen" 2013;"Hoover"

Green"2013)."However,"data"generated"from"surveys"and"interviews"with"exCcombatants"

could"potentially"reflect"systematic"biases,"retrospective"storytelling,"and"blunt"lying,"in"

                                                   
10"Ideological"weakening"and"arbitrary"procedures"to"promote"new"chains"of"command"
in"militaryCstruck"units"contributed"to"loss"of"morale"and"desertions,"particularly"after"
2008."See"Arias"et"al"(2010)."
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addition" to" being"plagued"by" selection"problems" (e.g."Kalyvas" 2004," SchulhoferCWohl"

2014)."How"reliable"are"our"measures?" " "" ""

Data"for"our"analysis"were"obtained"between"May"and"November"2008"through"

surveys" of" former" foot" soldiers" residing" in" Bogotá." The" capital" city" attracts" exC

combatants" from" all" parts" of" the" country." By" November" 2008," there" were" a" total" of"

47,635" officially" demobilized" combatants" in" Colombia," 8%" of" whom" lived" in" Bogotá."

Unlike"other"locales,"the"majority"of"exCcombatants"in"Bogotá"were"former"guerrillas:"the"

city"offers"a" level"of"anonymity" to"guerrilla"deserters"unlike"any"other" in" the"country,"

which"is"why"it"became"a"primary"choice"for"individuals"coming"from"all"guerrilla"blocs."

Also," while" exCguerrillas" faced" greater" danger" than" their" demobilized" paramilitary"

counterparts," at" least" in" Bogotá" exCguerrilla" fighters" regularly" attended" reintegration"

assistance"sessions,"making"themselves"available"to"researchers.""

Colombia’s" official" reintegration" program," run" by" the" Colombian" Agency" for"

Reintegration" (ACR)," provided" 31,441" exCcombatants" with" social" and" economic"

assistance,"3,080"of"whom"resided"in"Bogotá"when"the"survey"was"conducted."Our"subC

sample" consists" of" 637" exCcombatants" from"Colombia"who"demobilized"between" 2003"

and"2008:"318"of"those"in"the"survey"were"in"guerrilla"groups,"representing"about"17%"of"

the"total"number"of"reintegrating"exCguerrillas"in"Bogotá,"while"319"were"in"paramilitary"

groups."For" reasons"discussed"below," in" this"study"we"restrict"our"attention" to" former"

FARC"combatants."" " " " " "

To"gain"access"to"this"sample,"we"visited"all"five"operational"ACR"service"centers"

in" Bogotá." Aided" by" reintegration" officers," we" personally" addressed" about" 84%" of"

reintegrating"exCcombatants"at" the"time," inviting"them"to" join"discussion"groups"about"

the" countryYs" future." The" remaining" 16%" had" temporarily" suspended" attendance" in"

reintegration"sessions"and"were"later"invited"to"participate"by"ACR"personnel.""

ExCcombatants"were"able"to"substitute"biCmonthly"mandatory"reintegration"sessions"for"
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participation"in"our"study;"this"participation"credit"would"redound"in"time"and"financial"

benefits,"attractive"both"for"those"genuinely"interested"in"the"discussions"and"freeCriders."

While"the"sampling"strategy"does"not"involve"random"selection,"it"enabled"a"sample"that"

closely"resembled"both"the"BogotáCbased"and"broader"exCcombatant"populations"across"

most"observables"(see"CCCC"2013)."

Our" composite" measure" of" ideological" commitment" was" obtained" by" adding"

respondentsY" answers" to" a" series" of" questions" related" to" ideological" discourseCrelated"

responses." Discourse" items" aimed" to" capture" exCcombatantsY" level" of" rejection" or"

acceptance"of" the" two"major"metaCdiscourses"of"Colombian"guerrillas:" leftist"Socialism"

and" nationalist" Bolivarianism" (Bolívar" 2005," Ugarriza" 2009)." Guerrilla" movements,"

especially"the"FARC,"have"historically"linked"their"idea"of"socialism"to"the"stateYs"role"in"

guaranteeing"a"fair"distribution"of"resources"and"opportunities."The"specific"contours"of"

that" vision" remain" vague," as" insurgents" claim" that" the" particular" shape" a" future"

Colombian" socialist" government" ought" to" be" constructed" organically" by" Colombian"

society" itself." As" for" fBolivarian" ideasf" C" named" after" ColombiaYs" liberator" from" the"

Spanish" crown," Simón" Bolívar" C" they" constitute" the" vision" of" panCAmerican" political"

integration"that"would"counter"the"fimperialistf"involvement"of"the"United"States"across"

Latin"America."Appealing"to"Bolívar"incorporates"a"deeper"historical"perspective"to"the"

fight,"portraying"the"FARC"as"descendants"and"flagCbearers"of"a"centuriesCold"struggle"

for"independence"and"popular"sovereignty."In"many"fronts"and"blocs,"lectures"on"Marx,"

Engels," and" Bolívar" occur" on" a" daily" basis." As" one" exCFARC" interviewee"mentioned,"

ideological" ideas" are" communicated" through" lectures," evening" readings," and" by"

attending" special" courses.11" While" not" everyone" attends" special" courses," everyone" is"

required"to"engage"in"daily"discussion"groups,"which"appear"at"a"basic"level"to"reinforce"

to" all" soldiers" the" ideological" foundations" of" the" fight." Lectures" on" political" economy"

                                                   
11"Interview"with"the"authors,"November"2008."
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and"history"provide"soldiers"abstract"arguments"to"help"motivate"daily"sacrifices.""

More"specifically,"our"strategy"consisted"of"appealing"to"identity"attachments"to"

determine" how" ideologically" committed" exCcombatants" were." Our" respondents" were"

asked"to"indicate"their" level"of"agreement"with"the"sentences,"fSocialist" ideas"are"good"

for"Colombia,f"and"fBolivarian"ideas"are"good"for"Colombia.f"Participants"were"offered"

six" categories" of" responses," namely" fagree,f" fagree" strongly,f" f‘neither,f" fdisagree,f"

fdisagree" strongly,f" and" fI" do" not" know.f" By" means" of" principal" component" factor"

analysis,"scores"for"each"dimension"were"estimated."Our"core"variable"is"Ideological#Score."

Responses"to"these"questions"help"demonstrate"the"effect"of"both"family"political"leaning"

and"group"indoctrination"in"producing"ideological"beliefs"(CCCC"2013)."Other"items"in"the"

original"survey"captured"exCcombatantsY"attitudes" toward" their" former" foes,"as"well"as"

basic"demographic"data.""

The" absence" of" a" random" sample" and" issues" of" selfCselection" are" common"

problems" facing"researchers"studying"marginalized"populations."Nevertheless,"we"can"

assess"whether" our" sample" differs" in" significant" ways" from" the" target" population" on"

observables."The"overall"sample"of"exCcombatants"drawn"for"the"purposes"of"our"study"

was"comprised"of"15%"women,"compared"to"16%"of"the"total"population"of"Colombian"

exCcombatants"at"that"time,"in"2008."76%"of"participants"were"between"the"ages"of"25"and"

50,"compared"to"76%"of"the"total"population"of"exCcombatants."Finally,"88%"of"those"in"

our"sample"had"attended"primary"and"secondary"school,"compared"to"89%"of"the"total"

exCcombatant"population."We"were" able" to" establish" that" those"participants" invited" to"

join" our" research" but" ultimately" refused" to" do" so" tended" to"more" frequently" or"more"

strongly"agree"with"the"ideology"of"their"former"armed"group.""

Our" survey" data" suffers" from" the" same" problems" as" does" any" retrospective"

survey:" respondents"might" have" incentives" to" lie" and" only"demobilized" survivors" are"

selected"for"surveys"(see"Blattman"and"Miguel"2010,"Nussio"and"Ugarriza"2013,"White"
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2007)."We" address" these" in" turn." Retrospective" surveys" and" other" types" of" interview"

methods"are"still"useful"for"finding"answers"to"our"original"research"question,"in"at"least"

three" ways." First," even" if" retrospective" answers" are" highly" biased," they" may" still" be"

indicators" of" lived" experiences." Among" the" options" a" person" has" for" narrative"

reconstruction," the" actual" past" is" frequently" the" option" chosen." Second," we" have" to"

differentiate"between"more"or"less"narrativeCprone"indicators"(see"Gutiérrez"Sanín"2008;"

Kalyvas"2006)."If"anything,"exCguerrillas"should"have"incentives"to#understate"their"leftist"

ideology"given"their"defection"away"from"their"group"and"the"general"societal"rejection"

of" those"views."That"we"find"significant," lasting"commitment"among"exCcombatants" to"

the" ideological" positions" conveyed" during" indoctrination," however," is" striking." The"

persistence" of" ideological" commitment," and" combatant" willingness" to" tell" the" ftruthf"

about"such"commitment,"may"not"be"randomly"distributed"across"combatants"and,"more"

critically," across" blocs." We" acknowledge" this" as" a" challenge" to" inference." Third," our"

sample"may" be" quite" different" from" active" guerrilla" combatants." A" critical" difference"

between" active" guerrillas" and" those" who" remain" is" the" social" network" within" which"

fighters"are"embedded,"which"produces"group"(or"subCgroup)"cohesion"(e.g."Costa"and"

Kahn"2003,"Staniland"2012)."Demobilized"fighters"might"underCrepresent"fronts"or"blocs"

that" featured" systematically" different" levels" of" cohesion."While" a" highly" ideologically"

committed" subCsample" would" create" a" bias" against" finding" meaningful" relationships"

between" itemCresponses" and"military" actions," a" relatively" depoliticized," or" politically"

disenchanted"subCsample"would"constitute"particularly"convincing"evidence"if"we"were"

to"find"statistically"significant"relationships"in"the"data.""

Our" dependent" variable" uses" the" Colombian" governmentYs" Vice" Presidency"

violent"events"dataset," covering"2002C2007."This"period"corresponds" to" the"breakdown"

of"peace"talks"between"the"government"and"the"FARC,"witnessing"the"biggest"fullCscale"

army" counterinsurgent"offensive" in"Colombian"history."The"Appendix"provides" a" full"
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description"of"the"data"collection"procedure."" "

Our"dependent"variable"takes"a"value"of"1"if"an"attack"was"an"attempted"takeover"

of"a"civilian"population"center"and"a"0"if"an"attack"was"an"ambush,"involved"the"FARC"

initiating"surprise"fire"against"units"of"the"armed"forces"in"transit,"was"against"a"military"

post," or" was" against" economic" infrastructure." Results" are" robust" to" recoding" the"

dependent"variable"to"include"attacks"on"infrastructure"as"an"attack"on"civilians,"given"

that"sabotaging"oil"pipelines,"power"plants"and"power"lines"imposes"a"heavy"burden"on"

civilians.12"All"five"types"of"attacks"occurred"with"some"frequency"from"2002"until"2006,"

when"they"begin"to"decline"due"to"diminished"military"capacity.""

                                                   
12"See"the"Appendix."
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" " "

In"the"analysis"that"follows"we"use"every"attack"committed"by"the"FARC"between"2002"

and"2007"as"our"unit"of"analysis."We"test"whether"these"attacks"have"a"greater"or"lower"

probability"of"imposing"a"high"cost"on"civilians,"depending"upon"the"level"of"ideological"

commitment"of"the"perpetrating"bloc.13"" " " " " "

RESULTS"

                                                   
13"Note"that"by"focusing"on"violent"actions,"we"are"not"assessing"how"ideology"affects"
interactions"that"fall"short"of"the"actual"use"of"violence,"including"the"construction"of"
rebel"institutions"(e.g."Arjona"forthcoming)."
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Relying" on" ideological" scores" that" reflect" combatantsY" agreement" with" the" core"

ideological"narratives"of" the"FARC,"Table"1"shows"the"average"scores"for"each"bloc," in"

ascending" order." ExCcombatants" from" the" Central" and" Northern" blocs" seem" to"

demonstrate" lower" levels" of" ideological" commitment," while" exCcombatants" from" the"

Western"and"Magdalena"Medio"blocs"tend"to"score"higher.""

" " " " " "

"Table"1."Average"Ideological"Scores"by"Blocs"

Bloc" Average#ideological#score"

Central" 1.914"

Northern" 1.975""

Northwestern" 2.014""

Western" 2.121""

Magdalena"Medio" 2.222""

Southern" 2.222"

Eastern" 2.232""

"

What" do" the" raw" data" tell" us" about" the" link" between" ideological" scores" and"

tactical" choice?" Figure" 2" presents" disaggregated"military" actions" undertaken" by" each"

bloc" between" 2002" and" 2007," with" blocs" listed" in" ascending" order" of" ideological"

commitment."A"general" trend"suggests" that"blocs"with"higher" ideological" scores" carry"

out" fewer" attacks" on" civilians" C" that" is," attempted" takeovers" of" towns" C" as" a" total"

proportion" of" their" armed" actions." This" particular" action" inevitably" implies" physical"

destruction" of" town" buildings," roads," and" basic" communication," energy" and" sanitary"

systems," not" to"mention" the" loss" and"damage" to" private" property" and" civilian" life."A"

similar"trend"exists"for"attacks"on"infrastructure"(e.g."bridges,"pipelines,"roads,"etc.):"the"
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greater" the"bloc’s"average" ideological" score," the" lower" its" frequency." In"contrast," those"

with" higher" scores" tend" to" carry" out"more" attacks" on"military" posts," an" action"more"

clearly"directed"at"government"forces.""

"

Figure"2."Military"actions"by"bloc,"2002C2007."Blocs"presented"in"ascending"order"of"
ideological"commitment."

"

"

We" identified" a" number" of" mechanisms" through" which" ideology" might" affect"

tactical" choice." In" one" version" of" this" story," commander" preferences" for" ideological"

instruction"allows"for"greater"support"for"political"training,"which"alters"tactical"choices."

In" favor"of" such"a"narrative,"qualitative"evidence"suggests" that" the"Magdalena"Medio,"

Southern"and"Eastern"blocs"featured"most"of"the"ideological"training"schools."Given"our"

initial"empirical"results"from"the"raw"data,"there"is"evidence"to"support"this"claim."

What"about" the"plausibility"of" the"alternatives?"The"first"alternative"mechanism"
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connects" tactical"choices"to"competitive"dynamics:" immediate"military"necessity"drives"

decisionCmaking" and" the" ability" to" provide" ideological" training" to" combatants." Our"

interviews"with"former"combatants"confirm"that"where"the"pace"of"military"contestation"

is"high," ideological" instruction"does"not" typically"occur:"as"one"combatant" told"us," the"

frequency"of"political" indoctrination"sessions,"which"involve"reading"texts"and"leading"

discussions" of" fBolivarian" ideas," Marxism," [and]" Leninismf" each" day," fdepends" on"

whether" the" opportunity" exists." If" the" area" is" militarized" and" such," there" is" not" any"

political" training" or" anything." One" is" solely" engaged" in"war.f14" A" second"mechanism"

suggests"recruitment"dynamics"derived"from"financial"incentives:"field"performance"and"

unit"cohesion"would"be"a" function"of" the"quality"of"recruits."There" is"some"qualitative"

evidence"from"the"FARC"to"support"this"as"well."As"a"former"combatant"mentioned"in"

an" interview," from"2000"or" so"onward," flots"of"people"entered" the"movement,"and" for"

the"most"part"they"were"boys"who"didnYt"have"ideals"or"revolutionary"conviction."And"

these"boys"joined,"they"were"recruited"and"the"majority"[subsequently]"deserted.f15"This"

does"not"explicitly"connect"resources"with"treatment"of"civilians,"however."

To" more" rigorously" test" these" mechanisms" we" turn" to" regression" analysis." In"

Table"2,"we"use"a" logit"estimator" to"establish" the"effect"of" ideology"on"whether"armed"

actions"by"the"FARC"between"2002C2007"were"aimed"at"military"or"civilian"targets."We"

begin"with"a"bivariate"relationship"(Model"1)"and"then"extend"the"model."As"a"first"set"of"

covariates" we" include" measures" of" resource" streams" for" guerrillas" in" municipalities"

where"military"actions"occurred,"as"well"as"other"geographic"and"demographic"features"

(Model"2)."These"include"the"presence"of"gems,"oil,"and"coca"crops,16"in"addition"to"area,"

                                                   
14"Interview"with"the"authors,"November"2008."Political"commander"and"commander"of"
the"company,"16th"front,"Eastern"Bloc"of"the"FARC."
15"Interview"with"the"authors,"November"2008."Political"Commander,"Central"Bloc"of"the"
FARC."
16"Data"on"gemstones"and"oil"from"Zukerman"Daly"(2012)."Data"on"coca"from"United"
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population" size," and" an" indicator" of" whether" the" place" of" attack" is" located" on" an"

international"border."As"a"second"set"of"covariates"(Model"3),"we"control"for"two"factors"

related"to"the"intensity"of"armed"contestation:"the"frequency"of"ground"clashes"initiated"

by" the"military" against" the"FARC," and" the" frequency"of" airstrikes"by" the"Air"Force" in"

those"municipalities."In"every"model"we"cluster"standard"errors"at"the"front"level.17"All"

coefficients"are"presented"as"odds"ratios:"a"coefficient"larger"than"1"represents"a"positive"

effect,"while"a"coefficient"less"than"1"indicates"a"negative"effect.18"

"

"

"
                                                                                                                                                                    
Nations"estimates"of"total"hectares"under"coca"cultivation"at"the"municipal"level."
17"While"all"blocs"are"represented"in"our"sample,"our"ideology"scores"might"be"affected"
by"fronts"in"which"our"respondents"were"formerly"embedded."In"the"Appendix"we"
show"robustness"to"clustering"at"different"levels"of"analysis."
18"More"specifically,"an"odds"ratio"of"1.5"indicates"a"50%"increase"in"the"dependent"
variable"for"every"unit"change"in"a"given"independent"variable,"while"an"odds"ratio"of"
0.5"indicates"a"50%"decrease"in"the"dependent"variable."
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The"results"show"that"the"higher"the"average"ideological"score,"the"less"likely"an"

attack"will"be"against"civilians."Coefficients"on"the"ideology"variable"are"relatively"stable"

across"specifications" in"Models"1" through"3," indicating"a"substantively" large,"negative,"

and"statistically"significant" relationship"between" ideological" scores"and" tactical"choice."

To" provide" some" sense" of" the" magnitude" of" the" effect," we" calculate" the" change" in"

probability" that" an" attack" will" be" against" civilians" ideology" score" is" at" its" minimum"

(within" the" Central" bloc," at" 1.914)" versus" its" maximum" (within" the" Eastern" bloc," at"

2.232),"holding"all"other"variables"at"their"means."This"corresponds"to"a"greater"than"50%"

decrease"in"the"probability"that"an"attack"will"be"targeted"at"civilians,"as"can"be"seen"in"

Figure"1.""

"

Figure"1:"Marginal"Effect"of"BlocCLevel"Ideological"Commitment"on"Tactics"

"

"

The" control" variables" also" provide" interesting" results." Oil" increases" the"

probability"of"attacks"against"civilians,"whereas"neither"coca"nor"gems"does"so."Intensity"

of"territorial"competition,"proxied"by"the"frequency"with"which"the"Colombian"military"
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initiates" clashes" with" the" FARC" and" carries" out" airstrikes," do" not" drive" guerrilla"

decisions"about"potentially"harming"civilians."The"effect"of" ideology"on" tactical" choice"

remains"even"after"controlling"for"alternative"explanations."

"

Robustness#checks"

A" clear," consistent" relationship" exists" between" the" ideological" commitment" of" exC

combatants"and"FARC"tactical"choices"at"the"bloc"level."Here"we"evaluate"the"robustness"

of"these"results."All"results"appear"in"the"Appendix."

First," our" findings" may" be" dependent" upon" the" level" at" which" we" cluster"

standard"errors."We"estimate"models"with"standard"errors"clustered"at"the"municipality"

and" department" levels." Second," there" may" also" be" unobserved" blocCspecific"

characteristics" that" determine" both" ideological" commitments" and" decisions" about"

targeting;"we"therefore"include"bloc"fixed"effects."Third,"as"alluded"to"in"a"prior"section,"

our"coding"of"the"dependent"variable"C"limited"to"attempted"takeovers"of"towns"C"may"be"

too"restrictive,"as"attacks"on"infrastructure"also"impose"significant"costs"on"civilians."We"

therefore"include"attacks"on"infrastructure"in"our"dependent"variable."Fourth,"given"that"

Ordinary"Least"Squares"(OLS)"is"the"best"linear"approximation"to"the"actual"conditional"

expectations"function,"with"nonClinear"models"sensitive"to"model"specification"(Angrist"

and" Pischke" 2009)," we" reCestimate" our" models" using" OLS." Finally," we" estimate"

multinomial"logit"models"that"furnish"estimates"of"the"friskf"that"an"attack"will"be"of"a"

certain"type"(e.g."on"a"civilian"population"center)"given"a"set"of"covariates"and"relative"to"

a" baseline" comparison" group" (in" our" case," relative" to" ambushes" against" the"military)."

Our"results"are"robust"to"each"of"these"tests.""

"

DISCUSSION"OF"RESULTS"
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Our"empirical"results"demonstrate"that"ideological"commitment"correlates"with"tactical"

choices" made" by" field" commanders" and" that" these" results" hold" after" controlling" for"

confounders"that"proxy"alternative"explanations."

What"role"might" indoctrination"play"in"explaining"this"variation?"When"thinking"

about"the"capability"of"blocs"to"create"and"sustain"ideological"training"schools,"territorial"

dominance," financial" leverage," and" ideological" training" may" be" intertwined." Are"

combatant" ideological" scores" actually" another" measure" of" the" strength" of" a" bloc," or"

instead"does"they"capture"combatants’"motivations"and"beliefs?"Does"a"blocYs"financial"

wealth"mean" that" it" can"afford" to" ideologically" train"combatants,"which"might"explain"

why"ideology"correlates"with"tactics?"

The" two" strongest"blocs" in" terms"of" territorial"dominance"and" size," the"Eastern"

and" Southern" blocs," have" the" highest" ideological" scores,"while" the" two"weakest" ones,"

Central"and"Caribbean,"have"the"lowest."A"relatively"weak"bloc,"the"Magdalena"Medio,"

encompasses" a" broad" network" of" training" schools" and" displays" the" second" highest"

ideological"score,"on"average."As"a"former"combatant"told"us,"the"frequency"of"dayClong"

conferences"on"political"ideas"to"discuss"Bolivarian"history"fdepends"upon"the"finances"

of" the"front.f19"While"relative"military"strength"and"territorial"dominance"are"no"doubt"

related,"they"are"likely"insufficient"to"fully"account"for"tactical"choice."

The"Eastern"and"Southern"blocs"have"historically"constituted"the"backbone"of"the"

FARC"in"terms"of"manpower"and"resources."These"are"also"the"structures"most"heavily"

involved" in" the" drug" trade." Impressively," such" resources" have" not" undermined" the"

bloc’s" overall" ideological" cohesion" and" discipline." Such" evidence" resonates" with"

StanilandYs"work"(2012,"2014),"which"shows"that"resource"wealth"need"not"lead"to"lack"of"

cohesion" and" civilian" abuse" if" insurgent" organizations" are" built" atop" existing" social"

                                                   
19"Interview"with"the"authors,"November"2008."Political"commander,"Central"Bloc"of"the"
FARC."
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networks." Paradoxically," the" Northwestern" bloc" C" third" in" size" and" established" in" a"

mineralCrich" zone" C" was" unable" to" successfully" translate" that" relative" strength" into"

civilianCprotecting" actions:" this" bloc" launched" a" high" percentage" of" attacks" against"

civilians,"with"relatively"few"against"military"targets."

That" nine" of" eleven" insurgent" training" schools" were" run" by" the" three" most"

ideologically" committed" blocs" is" hardly" a" coincidence," and" might" help" explain" why"

some" blocs" retained" greater" political" cohesion" and" were" better" capable" of" attacking"

military" and" government" installations," as" opposed" to" civilians." Although" relative"

territorial"dominance,"manpower,"and"resources"matter,"training"in"specialized"schools"

suggests"a"plausible"pathway"through"which"ideology"shapes"tactical"decisionCmaking.""

Interviews" with" former" combatants" confirm" insights" from" the" quantitative"

analysis"and"qualitative"reflection"above."Many"exCcombatants"explain"they"did"not"join"

armed" groups" for" ideological" reasons" yet," once" in" the" group," indoctrination" in"

specialized"schools"played"a"key"role"in"modifying"their"views."“They"introduce"you"to"

this"ideology,”"said"one"exCcombatant"from"the"FARC’s"Central"bloc,"and"it"fis"so"much"

what" you" receive" that" you" end" up" hating" the" government.”20"Another" explained" that"

“the" guerrillas" are" the" armed" leg" of" communism...They" make" you" see" things" from"

[perspectives" such" as]" primordialism," feudalism…You" start" to" see" all" this." There" is"

brainwashing" and" they" put" all" this" doctrine" into" you."All" of" it" is" so" convincing," they"

make" you" believe.”21" While" claiming" to" have" been" forcibly" recruited," another" exC

combatant"came"to"consider"himself"“a"revolutionary,”"promoting"the"“struggle"for"the"

farmers"and"the"people”"and"stating"that"“[a]t"the"beginning"it"was"an"obligationf"while"

flater"it"became"an"ideology,f"a"result"of"f[i]deas"that"were"put"in"my"head.f22"Yet"once"

                                                   
20"Former"FARC’s"Central"bloc"combatant,"interviewed"16"May"2012."
21"Ibid."
22"Former"FARC’s"Eastern"bloc"combatant,"interviewed"16"May"2012."
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the"FARC"became"actively" engaged" in"drug" trafficking," that" same" combatant" stopped"

believing" in" the" group"because," f[t]hey"do"not" fight" for" an" ideology" anymore," for" the"

people,"but" rather" for"money"and" land"possession.”23"One"exCcombatant"declared" that"

the"FARC"“is"not"the"people’s"army"anymore."If"we"are"for"the"people,"why"do"we"kill"

them?”24"Actions"that"intentionally"harm"civilians"frequently"generate"internal"conflicts"

among"combatants.""

Indeed,"FARC"members"strongly"believe"their"groupYs"behavior"is"at"its"core"proC

civilian," in" line"with" the"groupYs" ideological"discourse.25"Commenting"on"relationships"

with"communities,"a"former"FARC"member"said"that"the"“civilian"population"was"wellC

treated...[The" FARC]" helped" it," contributed" to" it." If" someone" had" nothing,f" s/he" was"

given" resources.26" Another" added" that" the" FARC" “built" many" good" things:" schools,"

small" enterprises," a"dairy" company," a" road" that" shortened"a" trip" from" twelve"days" to"

only" six" hours" between" San"Vicente" and" La"Macarena" [in" Southeastern"Colombia].”27"

Another"former"combatant"insisted"that"“the"guerrillas"treat"communities"nicely"...[and"

even" joined]" communityCled" projects," like" organic" coffee" plantations," sugarcane,"

blackberry...communityCadministered" sugarcane"mills,f" indicating" fthat’s" the"way" the"

organization"works.f28"An"exCmember"of"the"FARC’s"Southern"bloc"explained"that"“you"

had" to" treat" civilians"well." They"were" very" strict"with" disciplinef" given" that" f[d]oing"

harm"to"people"[led"to]"court"martialf"including"punishment"by"death.29""

                                                   
23"Former"FARC’s"Eastern"bloc"combatant,"interviewed"16"May"2012."
24"Former"FARC’s"Central"bloc"combatant,"interviewed"16"May"2012."
25"Indeed,"exCcombatants"cite"violence"against"civilians"as"a"core"reason"for"leaving"the"
group,"despite"the"fact"that"individually"they"continue"to"defend"the"group’s"political"
beliefs."
26"Former"FARC’s"Eastern"bloc"combatant,"interviewed"16"May"2012."
27"Ibid."
28"Former"FARC’s"Central"bloc"combatant,"interviewed"16"May"2012."
29"Former"FARC’s"Southern"bloc"combatant,"interviewed"18"April"2012."
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To"summarize,"ideological"commitments"appear"to"constrain"the"tactical"choices"

that"bloc"commanders"make."While"responsible"for"significant"human"rights"abuses,"the"

ideological" convictions"of" the"FARC"C"drummed" into" recruits" through" indoctrination" C"

shape" practices" of" internal" discipline" and" have" longCstanding" effects" on" the" beliefs" of"

recruits,"even"among"those"who"report"having"been"forcibly"recruited."

"

CONCLUSION"

Scholars"have"long"debated"ideologyYs"role"in"conflict,"in"igniting"civil"war,"motivating"

individual" recruits," and" shaping" insurgent"behavior."We"have" shown"how" ideological"

commitment" helps" us" understand" insurgent" tactical" choice" on" the" battlefield" in"

Colombia,"and"have"suggested"a"number"of"causal"pathways" through"which" ideology"

could"plausibly"affect" tactical"decisions." In"addition" to"having"advanced" the" literature"

on" conflict" processes," and" demonstrated" the" utility" of" quantitatively" measuring" and"

analytically"reincorporating" ideology" into" the"study"of" insurgency," this"paper"also"has"

important"policy"implications."One"such"implication"is"that"during"times"of"war,"fbadlyf"

trained" guerrilla" units" might" rely" on" less" civilianCrespecting" tactics," while" highly"

ideologicallyCmotivated" combatants" tend" to" choose" more" civilianCprotecting" tactics."

Such" trends" might" be" taken" into" consideration" by" governments" and" international"

organizations"in"postCconflict"or"ftransitionalf"violent"environments.""

While" the" quantitative" and" interviewCbased" evidence" supports" our" proposed"

mechanism," much" remains" to" be" done." The" psychological" processes" through" which"

ideological" indoctrination" affects" decisionCmaking" demands," for" example," requires"

further"research."It"also"remains"for"future"work"to"investigate"how"these"dynamics"play"

out" across" different" conflicts," within" groups" that" do" not" hold" Communist" or"Marxist"

beliefs,"within"paramilitary"or"militia"organizations,"and"so"forth."Our"contention"is"not"

that" our" findings" travel"perfectly" to"other" climes," but" rather" that" ideologyYs" effects" on"
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combatant" behavior" in" civil" war" require" systematic" study" and" that" failing" to" do" so"

seriously" constrains" scholars’" ability" to" explain" substantively" important" outcomes" in"

civil"war."

" "
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"

APPENDIX"

"

I.#Additional#Robustness#Checks"

In" the" manuscript" we" mention" a" number" of" robustness" checks" that," due" to" space"

constraints,"could"not"be"included"in"the"text."We"present"them"here."First,"we"estimate"

the" core"models" clustering" standard" errors" at" different" levels" of" analysis," and" include"

bloc"fixed"effects."Second,"because"attacks"on"infrastructure"might"be"considered"civilian"

targets," we" recode" our" dependent" variable" to" include" these" alongside" attempted"

takeovers"of"towns."Finally,"we"estimate"our"models"using"OLS,"rather"than"logit."Our"

findings"remain"robust"to"each"of"these"tests.""

"
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"

II.#Description#of#Violent#Events#Data"

In"the"manuscript"we"did"not"have"space"to"describe"how"the"data"for"the"violent"events"

dataset" were" collected." We" do" so" here." Members" of" the" national" police" in" the" field"

radioed"incident"reports"to"the"Brigade."This"information"was"reviewed"by"the"Brigade"

and,"once" its"accuracy"was"verified," it"was"subsequently"sent"up"to" the"Division" level,"

which" verified" information" on" a" daily" basis." Violent" events"were" then" entered" into" a"

national" database" and" also" provided" to" the" General" Command" in" hard" copy." The"

General" Command" again" reviewed" information" for" accuracy" and" brought" together"

reports" from"various" branches" of" the" armed" forces."Once" all" of" verification" steps" had"

been"undertaken,"the"data"were"provided"to"civilian"officials"in"the"Ministry"of"Defense"

for" inclusion" in" the"dataset."While" this" dataset" has" been" shown" to" be" quite" similar" to"

other" datasets" on" violence" in" Colombia" (Albertus" and" Kaplan" 2013)," it" should" be"

considered"a"fconvenience"datasetf"and,"as"such,"it"cannot"be"assumed"or"demonstrated"

that"the"data"are"representative"of"the"true"population"of"episodes"of"lethal"violence"in"

Colombia"(e.g."Krüger"et"al"2013).""

"

" "
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